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Chapter Highlights 

• Nervousness is Normal 

• Dealing with Nervousness 

• Guidelines for Ethical Speaking 

• Plagiarism 
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True or False? 

1. The ethical obligation of a speaker to be fully prepared 

increases as the size of the audience increases. 

2. Global plagiarism occurs when a speaker takes material from 

several different sources and presents it as his or her own. 

3. One of the best ways to avoid falling into the trap of 

plagiarism is to start work on your speeches well before they 

are due. 

4. Sound ethical decisions involve weighing a potential course 

of action against a set of ethical standards or guidelines. 

5. As a matter of ethics, audience members should listen 

attentively to and agree with everything a speaker says. 

6. It is necessary for a public speaker to identify his or her source 

whether the speaker is paraphrasing or quoting verbatim. 
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Fight-or-flight response  
(or Hyperarousal) 
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Anxiety 

• Public speaking anxiety 

 

• Second language anxiety 
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Greatest Fear                        Percent Naming 

A party with strangers                               74 

Giving a speech                                         70 

Asked personal questions in public         65 

Meeting a date’s parents                           59 

First day on a new job                               59 

Victim of  a practical joke                          56 

Talking with someone in authority          53 

Job interview                                              46 

 
(p17, APS: 2010) 
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Three Facts to Share 
• Almost everyone feels nervous before 

giving a speech. 

 

• Nervousness is an energy~! 

 

• Only controlled nervousness helps 
energize a speaker for presentation. 
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Arousal and Performance  
(Brydon et al, 2008: 55) 
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Several Tips to Share 
• Acquire speaking experience. 

    - Learn by trial and error. 

• Prepare, prepare, prepare. 

    - Proper preparation can reduce SF by up to 75%. 

• Use the power of  positive visualization. 

    - For each negative thought, counter with a minimum of  five 

positive ones. 
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Several Tips to Share -2  

• Don’t expect perfection. 
 

• Know that most nervousness is not visible. 
 

• Be at your best physically and mentally. 
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Several Tips to Share -3 
Provide an outlet for your extra adrenaline: 

   eg, as you are waiting to speak, squeeze your hands together and 
then release them. 

 

• Take a couple slow, deep breaths before you start to speak – 
stress-control breathing. Do yoga if  you can. 

 

• Make sure you have your audience attention before you 
start to speak. 
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Several Tips to Share -4 • Briefly meditate. 

• Work especially hard on your introduction. 
 

• Make eye contact with members of  your audience. 
 

• Practise natural gestures. 

• Move as you speak. 
 

• Use visual aids. 

• Try thinking of  your speech as an extension of  an ordinary 

conversation. 
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Being an Ethical Speaker 
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• “A speech is a solemn responsibility.” 

                    - American journalist Jenkin Lloyd 
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• The power of speech is often abused – sometimes 

with disastrous results. 
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希特勒 演讲 1936.mp4


Guidelines for Ethical 
Speaking 

• Sound ethical decisions involve weighing a 

potential course of action against a set of ethical 

standards or guideline. 
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1. Make sure your goals are ethically sound 

2. Be fully prepared for each speech (Q: Does size 

or composition of audience change your ethical 

responsibility?) 
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3. Be honest in what you say 

     x juggling statistics 

     x quoting out of context 

     x misrepresenting sources 

     x painting tentative findings as firm conclusions 

     x portraying a few details as whole 

     x citing unusual cases as typical ones 

     x substituting innuendo/half-truths for evidence 

and proof 

4. Put ethical principles into practice 
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Ideal Public Speech-
Making … 

is the art of the good person  

speaking well. 
   – Marcus Fabius Quintilianus  (c35 – c100 )  
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• Speak ethical guidelines. Stand by them. Follow 

them through thick and thin. 
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Plagiarism 

• <Latin “plagiarius” (kidnapper) 
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Plagiarism 
• Global plagiarism 

   -- Stealing speech from single source, passing 

it off as one’s own 
 

• Patchwork plagiarism 

   -- Stealing ideas, language from two or three 

sources & passing them off as one’s own 
 

• Incremental plagiarism 

-- Failing to give credit for parts of speech 

borrowed from others 
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The Way to Avoid 
Plagiarism 

• Give credit to source when quoting directly 

    Eg. 1) According to …, “……”. 

           2) In his book Malcolm, historian Bruce Perry 
says the following about …  

 

• Give credit to source when paraphrasing 
 

• Cite your source when in doubt (among direct 

quotations, paraphrased material, and your own 

comment) – to err on the side of caution 
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Plagiarism and the 
Internet 

• Tip: Make a record of … 

   - the title of the Internet document; 

   - the author or organization responsible for 

the document; 

   - the date on which the document was 

published, posted, or last updated; 

   - the date on which you accessed the 

document 
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Reading Assignment for Week 3  
 

Chapter 04  Selecting a Topic and a Purpose 
Chapter 05  Analyzing the Audience 
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Sources of pictures 
http://www.hkcd.com.hk/zt/2009-11/17/content_2430668.htm  

http://bulo.hujiang.com/u/7236911/diary/227936/  

http://tooopen.com/view/197616.html 

https://www.wired.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/diversity-women-tech-
470691426-f.jpg 

 

 

 

 

                                    The End.  
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